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POWER INVERTER AND METHOD

TECHNICAL FIELD

This application relates generally to electrical power gen-
eration and electrical power generation systems.

BACKGROUND

Limited cost-effective and weight-efficient means exist for
conditioning high power electricity. Existing electronic high
power commutation systems are heavy, bulky and expensive,
and room for improvement therefore exists. Room for
improvement also exists in power conditioning, generally.

SUMMARY

In one aspect, there is provided a method for conditioning
a power signal, the method comprising the steps of: providing
an input voltage signal; providing an input modulation signal; 20

inverting the input signal to an intermediate AC signal,
including a step of using the input modulation signal to impart
a desired a voltage-time function to the intermediate AC
signal; full-wave rectifying the intermediate AC signal to
provide a rectified DC signal, the rectified DC signal having
a periodic cyclical voltage-time function; reversing a polarity
of the rectified DC signal every second cycle to thereby pro-
duce an output AC signal.

In another aspect, there is provided a power inverter having
an output, the power inverter comprising: a push-pull switch-
ing circuit having a DC input and an intermediate AC output;
a modulator for modulating the push-pull switching circuit; a
full-wave rectifier having the intermediate AC output as an
input and having a full-wave rectified DC output; a commu-
tator having the full-wave rectified DC output as an input, the
commutator being connected to the power inverter output;
and a controller configured to cause the commutator to inter-
mittently switch a polarity of the full-wave rectified DC out-
put to thereby provideAC power to the power inverter output.

In another aspect, there is provided an inverter comprising: 40

means for providing an input voltage signal; means for pro-
viding a modulation signal; means for inverting the input
signal to an AC intermediate signal having a desired a volt-
age-time function; means for rectifying the intermediate AC
signal to provide a rectified DC signal having a periodic
cyclical voltage-time function; and means for reversing polar-
ity of the rectified DC signal every other cycle to thereby
produce an output AC signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other aspects will become better understood
with regard to the following description and accompanying
drawings wherein:

FIG. 1is a schematic block diagram of one embodiment of
a power inverter;

FIG. 2 is an example schematic block diagram of a portion
of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a schematic of a mode of operation of FIG. 2; and
FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing an example of the steps of the

method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

FIG. 1 shows an example of an inverter 10 as improved. In
the example of FIG. 1, input direct current (DC) power source

2
12 is provided, for example from a rectified output of a gen-
erator connected to a gas turbine engine or from a battery, to
drive a high frequency oscillator switching circuit 14. In this
example, switching circuit 14 is a push/pull type and forms a
part of a type of resonant converter, as described below.
Switching control for the switching circuit 14 is provided by
a pulse width modulation apparatus 16, described further
below. Switching circuit 14 is connected to a high frequency
(HF) transformer 18, which can be a torroidal type trans-

10 former or other suitable type of high frequency power trans-
former. The transformer 18 can provide a step-up voltage
from a provided input level (e.g. 28V) to a desired output level
(e.g. 11SV). The DC source 12, switching circuit 14 resonant
circuit components and transformer 18 assembly collectively

15 provide a modulatable alternating current (AC) HF output.
The use of a HF transformer for voltage step-up results in a
compact light weight design, because of its very low winding
turn count and high rate of change of flux, but any suitable
transformer configuration may be used.

The transformer secondary side provides its outputAC to a
suitable full-wave rectifier 20 to rectify theAC signal to a DC
signal. Silicon carbide type diode-based rectifiers have good
high frequency and high voltage performance, however any
suitable rectifier arrangement may be used. A suitable com-

25 mutator circuit 22, controlled by a commutator switch control
40 as described below, connected to the output of rectifier 20
commutates the rectified DC wave into an AC output signal,
such as by periodically reversing the polarity of the DC (as
described further below) to provide an output AC signal at the

30 desired output frequency. A generic H-bridge commutator
circuit is suitable, but any other suitable commutation
arrangement may be used, such as an SCR commutator.

Referring still to FIG. 1, the output of the commutator
circuit 22 can be connected if desired to an HF filter 24 to

35 remove undesired residual switching frequency components
introduced by the high frequency switching, and thus elimi-
nate any ripple remaining in the signal, before providing the
signal at an output 26 to the load 28. Any suitable filtering
approach, or lack thereof, may be employed.

As mentioned, inverter 10 includes modulation apparatus
16, which is connected for amplitude envelope modulation of
switching circuit 14, as will be described in more detail
below, and is connected to control commutator circuit 22 as
well. Modulation apparatus 16 includes a pulse widthmodu-

45 lator circuit 30 fed by a full-wave modulation generator 32,
which may comprise a reference wave generator 34 and a
full-wave rectifier 36 or a suitable digitally simulated equiva-
lent. The reference wave generator 34 provides a reference
signal representative of the selected waveform and frequency

50 desired for output 26, which may be any suitable waveform
and frequency, but for the purposes of this example is selected
to be a relatively low frequency sine wave (say, 60 Hz or 400
Hz). In order to obtain a high fidelity output 26, the reference
wave generator 34 output can be provided to one input of a

55 differencing error amplifier 38, while an output current and or
voltage feedback signal 42 is provided to the other input of the
differencing error amplifier 38. The error amplifier 38 deter-
mines the difference or error (if any) between the reference
and the output signal feedback and, from this, generates a

60 suitable error waveform modified from the "pure" input wave
provided by generator 34 which is provided to the pulse width
modulator 30 in an action arranged to remove the "error" in
the output voltage or current from the output 26 waveform.
The action of the pulse width modulation arrangement is to

65 provide a 0% to 100% variable HF input amplitude to the
transformer circuit, which in turn becomes a 0% to 100%
variable DC voltage output from the full wave rectifier circuit.
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The commutation control 22 remains at a fixed frequency and
period duty cycle of 50%, however the phase may be cor-
rected from time to time as required, using the feedback
signal 42. In this way, any nonlinearities in the inverter 10 can
be minimized if not eliminated altogether.

Referring now to FIG. 2, an example of switching circuit,
transformer and pulse width modulator circuit 30 are shown
in more detail. As mentioned, switching circuit 14 comprises
a resonant circuit having inductors Ll and L2, and capacitors
Cl & C2. These components in conjunction with the trans- 10

former Tl work together as a resonant converter. The example
pulse width modulator circuit 30 includes HF voltage sources
VI and V2, resistors R4 and R5 respectively connected in
series to transistors Ql and Q2, and rectifier 20 (shown with
diodes Dl to D4).

Referring to FIG. 3, an example switching arrangement is
schematically depicted over time. Signal A represents the
system operating frequency or clock signal, which is the HF
switching frequency and is generated within the pulse width
modulator circuit 30. Signals Bl, B2 represent the drive sig- 20
nal provided to transistors Ql, Q2, respectively, to obtain
approximately 10% of transformer output voltage, while sig-
nals Cl , C2 represent the drive signal provided to transistors
Ql, Q2, respectively, to obtain approximately 100% of trans-
former Tl output voltage. Within this envelope, the resonant 25
circuit is driven and thus controlled to modulate the output of
the transformer TI, according to a suitable control pattern, as
described below.

The frequency of the switching may performed at the reso-
nant frequency of the circuit made up from the circuit com-
ponents supplied, however since the pulse width driving the
power switching transistors is variable the input power to the
resonant circuit, and as such the output voltage from the HF
transformer is variable and is proportional to the pulse dura-
tion (relative to the frequency of operation). This effect may
be used to modulate the output power of the present system, as
described further below.

How the average AC amplitude is affected by the pulse
width is somewhat similar to the effect a buck regulator has on
the average DC content of the resultant pulse---except that in
the present case the pulse width modulation causes the AC
input to the transformer stage to be modulatable (i.e. of a
variable amplitude), and therefore the resultant system output
is fully variable power. The AC amplitude in the present
approach is affected by the pulse width during switching, by
affecting the Fourier content of the fundamental switching
frequency (and its harmonics), and since the resonant cir-
cuitry substantially allows only the fundamental frequency
current to flow in the transformer, the AC amplitude input to
the transformer at the resonant frequency is thus variable by
means of the pulse width modulation. Although resonant
converters generally only provide a fixed output voltage at
variable load currents, provided herein is a resonant converter
that has a modulatable output voltage and which is capable of
delivering a variable current to the load.

Referring to FIG. 1, in use, a high frequency AC signal (i.e.
greater than 20 kHz) is provided by the switching circuit 14
switching the input DC signal at a relatively high frequency
AC current (i.e. preferably greater than 100 kHz) to trans-
former 18 (reference step 100 in FIG. 4).

Pulse width modulator 30 of modulation apparatus 16 pro-
vides amplitude envelope modulation, as described above, of
the HF AC signal provided by switching circuit 14, based on
the selected reference low frequency modulation signal pro-
vided by the full-wave modulation generator 32, such that the
modulatedAC signal has an amplitude envelope which varies
at twice the reference low frequency modulation signal (ref-

erence steps 110 and 120 in FIG. 4), and thus the HF filtered
output of the full-wave rectifier 20 has a voltage-time function
which appears as a full-wave rectified pattern at twice the
desired frequency of AC output 26.

In this example, transformer 18 transforms the voltage of
the modulatedAC signal to a desired stepped-up output level.
The stepped-up modulatedAC signal is then rectified back to
DC by rectifier 20, thus providing the mentioned voltage-time
function which appears as a full-wave rectified pattern at
twice the desired frequency of AC output 26 (reference step
130 in FIG. 4). The commutator circuit 22, with switch timing
control 40 provided by modulation apparatus 16, commutates
the rectified DC, based on the reference modulation fre-

15 quency, such that the full-wave rectified modulated DC signal
is converted, preferably in this case by switching polarity at
every cycle, such that the average DC output signal becomes,
in effect, anAC output voltage (reference step 140 in FIG. 4)
alternating at the desired output frequency (say, 60 Hz or 400
Hz in this example), which is then filtered by HF filter 24 to
remove nnwanted residual components, leaving only the
desired low frequency AC output signal 26 which may then be
provided to a suitable load 28. The output voltage and current
can be monitored by modulation apparatus 16, and compared
to a reference signal in the modulation apparatus 16, as
described above, such that instantaneous corrections are
made as necessary to the modulation signal to maintain the
desired output waveform.

As can be appreciated, the above-described arrangement
30 allows one to provide a lightweight constant or variable

speed, constant or variable frequency power conversion
device. Output frequency may be varied simply by varying
the modulation reference input. The frequency of the source
high frequency AC remains at or near the resonant frequency,

35 although the device may be operated to provide any desired
output. The device therefore can offer a flexible fully variable
output frequency and voltage device which also has a rela-
tively low cost to produce. The selected input and modulation
frequencies are left to the discretion of the designer, in view of

40 the teachings above. The use of a high frequency transformer
arrangement for voltage transformation results in an appara-
tus to be physically small and lightweight at a given power
level relative to a transformer operating at a lower frequency,
although as mentioned any suitable transformer arrangement

45 may be used.
Applicant's co-pending application Ser. No. 11/533,548,

filed Sep. 20, 2006, is, in its entirety, hereby fully incorpo-
rated by reference into this application.

Modifications to what is described herein will be apparent
50 to those skilled in the art. For example, the amplitude modu-

lation signal for the switching circuit 14 may be synthesized
digitally. The use of input and output filters is optional. Any
suitable modulation patterns may be used, and a variety of
output waveforms may be generated. Although a sample reso-

55 nant converter arrangement is described and depicted, other
suitable arrangements are available within the scope of the
teachings herein. As well, although this disclosure addresses
a single phase system as examples, any number of such cir-
cuits can be used together to form multi-phase configurations

60 where required. Accordingly, the above description and
accompanying drawings should be taken as illustrative of the
invention and not in a limiting sense. Itwill further be under-
stood that it is intended to cover any variations, uses, or
adaptations of the invention following, in general, the prin-

65 ciples of the various aspects and including such departures
from the present disclosure as come within known or custom-
ary practice within the art to which the invention pertains and
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as may be applied to the essential features herein before set
forth, and as follows in the scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A method for conditioning a power signal, the method

comprising:
using a resonant converter to invert an input signal to an

intermediate AC signal;
modulating the intermediate AC signal at a substantially

resonant frequency of the resonant converter using an
input modulation signal to impart a desired voltage-time 10

function to the intermediate AC signal;
full-wave rectifying the intermediate AC signal to provide

a rectified DC signal, the rectified DC signal having a
periodic cyclical voltage-time function;

periodically reversing a polarity of the rectified DC signal 15
with a fixed duty cycle to thereby produce an output AC
signal based on the voltage-time function imparted to
the intermediate AC signal; and,

providing the input modulation signal based on a compari-
son between feedback from the output AC signal and a 20
reference AC waveform.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising transforming
the intermediate AC signal to a desired voltage level.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the desired voltage-time
function is sinusoidal in nature.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the input modulation
signal is sinusoidal in nature.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the input modulation
signal is a full-wave rectified sine wave.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein reversing the polarity of 30

the rectified DC signal comprises:
supplying the rectified DC signal to a commutator;
supplying an appropriate switching signal to the commu-

tator;
switching the commutator to reverse the polarity of the 35

rectified DC signal every second cycle.
7. The method of claim 1 wherein inverting the input signal

to the intermediate AC signal is performed with a push/pull
switching circuit.

S. The method of claim 6 wherein the appropriate switch- 40

ing signal is a sinusoidal signal.
9. The method of claim 1, wherein providing the input

modulation signal comprises:
generating a sine wave; and
rectifying said sine wave to provide a rectified sine wave 45

input modulation signal.
10. The method of claim 1 further comprising filtering the

rectified DC signal to remove noise from the rectified DC
signal.

11. A power inverter having an output, the power inverter 50

comprising:
a push-pull resonant switching circuit having a DC input

and an intermediate AC output;

a modulator configured to modulate the intermediate AC
output from the push-pull switching circuit at a substan-
tially resonant frequency of the switching circuit to
impart a desired voltage-time function to the intermedi-
ate AC output;

a full-wave rectifier having the intermediate AC output as
an input and having a full-wave rectified DC output
having a periodic cyclical voltage-time function;

a commutator having the full-wave rectified DC output as
an input, the commutator being connected to the power
inverter output; and

a controller configured to cause the commutator to periodi-
cally switch a polarity of the full-wave rectified DC
output with a fixed duty cycle to thereby provide AC
power to the power inverter output based on the voltage-
time function imparted to the intermediate AC output,
wherein the modulator is configured to modulate the
intermediate AC output from the push-pull switching
circuit based on a comparison between feedback from
the AC power to the power inverter output and a refer-
ence AC waveform.

12. The power inverter of claim 11, the switching circuit
includes a transformer connected between the modulator and
the full-wave rectifier, the transformer configured to step-up

25 transform a voltage of the intermediateAC output.
13. The power inverter of claim 11, wherein said trans-

former is a high frequency torroidal transformer.
14. The power inverter of claim 11, wherein the modulator

comprises a pulse width modulator, a sine wave generator,
and a second full-wave rectifier.

15. The power inverter of claim 11, wherein the commu-
tator is a H-bridge commutator.

16. The power inverter of claim 11, wherein the commu-
tator is a silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) commutator.

17. An inverter comprising:
a resonant converter configured to invert an input signal to

an intermediate AC signal imparted with a desired volt-
age-time function and modulated at a substantially reso-
nant frequency of the resonant converter based on a
modulation signal;

means for rectifying the intermediate AC signal to provide
a rectified DC signal having a periodic cyclical voltage-
time function;

means for periodically reversing a polarity of the rectified
DC signal with a fixed duty cycle to thereby produce an
output AC signal based on the voltage-time function
imparted to the intermediate AC signal; and

means for providing the modulation signal to the resonant
converter based on a comparison of feedback from the
output AC signal and a reference AC waveform.

* * * * *


